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How to get there: If you have never been on an all-student boat to Europe, it's an experience you shouldn't miss. You may be crammed into a decrepit troopship that takes Sicilian immigrants to Australia in the winter time, with cabins holding twenty people and a cafeteria four decks down that you can smell from the top—but there is nothing like being a student ship for fun. Lots of people will have brought their guitars and banjos, and there will be old hands, personal students who go every summer, who can tell you more about where to go than any guide book. The council on student travel, 179 Broadway, New York—they also charter flghts.

Student ships, however, are a little more comfortable, and if you need a rest after your exams, you can expect more commercial liners. Don't consider going any class but Tourist (the others are for the Kiwanis Club), but you willndoubt commit yourself to the "bourgeois republic" in the North since in the conquest of the second part of the, American the middle class and now the Civil War. The volume breaks roughly into two parts: the "bourgeois republic" and the "bourgeois republic" of our time, considers the paradox of Nietzsche—"the father's son who launched the most violent attack of his generation against Christianity, the "anti-Christ" who himself acknowledged that the motivating forces of his thought were of Christian origin. (6067)

Aristotle: POETICS... a new translation and a complete analysis... examines each of Aristotle's arguments to show the meaning of his terms, the method by which he proceeds, and the principles which guide the discussion. (6057)

St. Augustine: THE ENCHIRIDION ON FAITH, HOPE AND LOVE... St. Augustine's discourse on concepts of faith, hope and love in his man-God relationships. (6065)

St. Thomas Aquinas: PROVIDENCE AND PREDESTINATION... from the only English translation of Truth... questions 3 and 6 as they were put to Aquinas at the University of Paris, 1271-1272. (6056)

Heidegger, Martin: EXISTENCE AND BEING... Introduction by Werner Brock. Two essays each—on the essence of metaphysics and the essence of poetry comprise the bulk of EXISTENCE AND BEING. Also, a detailed analysis by Heidegger's student and former assistant, Werner Brock. (6061)
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